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The value of packaging for
attracting customers and
being seen above
competitors is nothing new.
But if we are to believe that
the role of packaging still
remains vital in the final
purchasing decision
process, then how do you
make sure it isn’t just a good
first impression, but a lasting
impression, that your
packaging makes?
Using a number of traditional
and modern print finishing techniques instantly ups the game for any product and creates
the high impact and lasting impression your product deserves. While some products just
need a box that protects and provides minimal information, others demand that extra level
of luxury and sophistication.
Read on to see how packaging not only protects your products but also how it promotes
your brand and connects with your customers.

The key is to look at the
whole package, pardon
the pun. Extend your
review of packaging
design and materials to
include the entire supply
chain – from automated
manufacturing to return
logistics. If you’re beefing
up packaging to prevent product damage, are you adding freight costs? If you are
creating packaging to make your product stand out on the shelf, are you adding extra
steps, creating additional work for your employees and end users? Through careful
design and testing, smart packaging decisions can help reduce costs and lead to
higher profits. If designed correctly, packaging’s attention-getting and influential power
can be your best salesman.
Read on to discover how looking at packaging from beginning to end can save both
costs and your product.

How much does packaging really affect
what choice we make when shopping?
According to an infographic by The
Paper Worker, you have just seven
seconds to make an impression. And
that impression can result in a lifetime of
feelings towards your brand.
Don’t you want to make sure you make the right first impression?
Click here to see more facts about how your packaging will affect your brand.
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